Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim: there will be no solution for the Iraqi crisis
unless with civil peace and historical settlement

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim shouldered civic leaderships and Iraqi elites the responsibility of
preparing the atmospheres for a historical settlement, and stressed resorting to civil peace
as it is a condition to end the crisis in Iraq.

\r\n

this took place in Baghdad Dewan for elites and efficient unions and careers elites at his
eminence office in Baghdad Saturday 24/9/2016

\r\n

His Eminence indicated that the reason of crises and the conversion of terrorism from one
form to another is the inability to make courageous decisions that achieve social harmony,

expressing his regrets for the lack of politicians who would take similar steps in that
direction fearing from losing political position or political projection, affirming the the
highest level of peace requires concessions, bearing losses and favoring public interests
over personal interests, pointing out to the youth nature of the Iraqi society that will
assist in a historical settlement because they haven\'t lived the previous experience or
they lived it, but without all of its details.

\r\n

His eminence indicated that the priorities of the current phase are; the comprehensive
political venture, security strategy, the humanitarian crisis, civil peace, restitution of
displaced people to their original areas, restructuring of the state , ending the red tape
and bureaucracy, creating work opportunities other than governmental employment through
activating investments and converting the economic and agricultural challenges to a chance
for creativity, ending proxy employment and to present efficient individuals through clear
and transparent channels.

\r\n

Head of the Iraqi National Alliance pointed out the Iraqi National Alliance\'s vision and
means of institutionalizing it, indicating that work is on progress to reinstate all powers
associated to the Iraqi National Alliance in meetings and unifying visions, counting
increased dialogues a condition to unifying the vision plus holding meetings the general
authority, political committee the leadership authority based on specific agendas and
schedules. His eminence also indicated the importance of preparing a new internal system for
the Iraqi National Alliance, and working on activating nine cases including; legislation,
administration, media, the public pacifism, Iraqi National Alliance integration with the
popular forces, regional and international relations, affirming his optimistic feelings that
everyone are sensing the challenges of the phase, pointing that the unity of the Iraqi
National Alliance is the unity of the country.

\r\n

In respect of the battle of Mosul, his eminence stated &it is important to give attention to
how fast Shurqat and Gayyarah were liberated &, emphasizing that the fast liberation does
not decrease the importance of the efforts spent, but it could be a trap to hasten Mosul
liberation, calling not to rush and deploy ministries to the liberated areas in order to
insure the poeple and that Daesh are hindering the arrival of services to occupied areas.
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